GreenForever1, Tokyo, Japan, 2034

The Chinese Health Institute Green Minds R&D together with Romanian artist-activist-alchemist Iuliana Varodi, have recently developed
GreenForever, a new food supplement that contains elements extracted from leaves and roots of several ancient plants from seven
continents, in a combination that can help restore the common green senses in the human body and mind.
The specific natural extracts contained in GreenForever, will restore and strengthen the body’s sensitivity to the inter-dependency with the surrounding
nature2. Taken once a day over a period of three months, it works by gradually allowing signals of the environment to be perceived at the level of sensorial
organs and translated to the brain via emotions into feelings that will gradually restore the natural holistic awareness and caring attitude toward own body
and its environment. Once this consciousness has been established, a weekly walk in a forest or park will keep the balance safe for years. GreenForever
has no negative side effects, which makes it safe to repeat a cure, whenever contextual situations are not allowing the weekly forest walks.
A simple way to test the results: Hold a fresh mass of earth with grass within your hands for one minute. Observe the sensations you experience from
the hands to other parts of the body (stomach, heart, shoulders, spine, brain etc). Pause for two minutes. Hold a bunch of broken electronics within your
hands for one minute and observe again the sensations you experience through the body. Swallow one GreenForever pill with a glass of water and wait
seven minutes in order to have the substances activated in your body – once arrived in the stomach they instantly dissolve, pass through the blood and
affect the nervous system within five minutes – then repeat the experiment with both the earth and the electronics. Observe the sensations again and note
the differences.
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Possible side effects: the need to dictate, dominate or manipulate others disappears around the seventh month of the cure. Consumers have reported to
find this effect an extra feature, as it increases the feeling of green peace and harmony in their daily interactions. The effects on the relation to money is
currently under close observation.

1 GreenForever by Iuliana Varodi is licensed under a Creative Commons AttributionNonCommercialNoDerivs 3.0 Unported License.
2 A natural capacity of human being that may get damaged by factors such as living and working in urban areas for longer than 5 years consecutively, spending more than an average of 6
hours a day watching a computer / TV screen or by diets consisting in more than 50% highly processed (such as supermarket) food.

